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To Win the War 

by Jean-Philippe Jaworski 
 
 
“From all time a little spot of earth, more or less, has made men combine together to destroy, despoil, burn, kill 
each other, and to do this the more surely and ingeniously, they have invented fine laws which they call military 
art. The practice of those laws they reward with glory and the highest honors, and they have from century to 
century improved upon this art of self-destruction.” Jean de La Bruyère, The Morals and Manners of the 
Seventeenth Century (translated by Helen Stott, 1890) 

 
 
I’d barely made it to the ship’s rail when my latest meal, washed down with cheap wine, came surging 

from my mouth. Down it went along a fetid arc before being lost to the froth and the waves. Still racked 

by gagging, I wiped away the strings of spittle clinging to my chin. Two fathoms down, the ocean heaved 

and seethed, lashed in time by long rows of oars. 

 I’ve never liked the sea. 

 Take my word for it: any jackanapes who warbles on about the beauty of the tides has never set 

foot on a galley. The sea bridles like an ill-broken nag, hisses and scratches like a cantankerous strumpet, 

lurches and jolts like a wagon on a rutted track, and is slicker, milkier, siltier than the insides of my late 

grandmother’s chamberpot. Shimmering, picturesque horizons and the call of the open sea? Horseshit! 

At sea, you’re always three sheets to the wind, and you don’t even get to feel tipsy first. 

 I’ve never liked the sea, and this trip wasn’t changing my mind. All the braggarts on the 

sterncastle were busy pointing and laughing. Every last one of them: young blueblood novices, old 

ensigns from the phalanxes, sneering quartermasters, and the bosco in his boiled leather—even that 

glutton of a hero, Patrician Bucefalus Mastiggia! Not a single one with the manners to look away. I felt 

like half the crew was snickering at my dainty stomach. Benvenuto Gesufal, assassin emeritus of the 

Guild of Whisperers, mastery spy to his Excellency the Podestà of the Republic, was voiding his guts and 

viscera with great gurgling hiccups—a sure side-splitter for any old salt. Even those two little snot-nosed 

brats, the cabin boys, were grinning with their eyeteeth. 
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I’ve never liked the sea, but that’s fairly rare, I’ll grant you, for a citizen of the Republic of 

Ciudalia, the greatest naval power in all Transestria. For centuries, the opulent Republic has founded its 

wealth on piracy, smuggling, and the coastal trade. Squadrons of galleys from the Republic ply the 

Eridian Ocean from the barbarous shores of Oromany to the misty fjords of the Five Valleys, from the 

sunlit ports of the Ressina archipelago to the rainy coves of Bromael. Temples with stormy pediments, 

grand townhouses ornate as chapels, noble palaces with prideful towers—the entire grandeur of 

Ciudalia was founded on shipping, commerce raiding, and maritime haggling. So a citizen of Ciudalia the 

slightest seabreeze turns green is a bit like a drunk the first pint of cider puts under the table. He’s a 

figure of jest worth his weight in quick quips and fine scorn. And when the lilyliver in question is brother 

of the sword sworn to serve the First Magistrate of the Republic, the heckling only intensifies, taking on 

a political dimension. 

 “Shedding ballast, Don Benvenuto?” Copa Purgamini asks. 

 The moron thinks he’s funny, strutting about in his crossbowman’s corselet, convinced the 

snickers from all quarters are tributes to his wit. Rotten fruit fallen near a rotting family tree, Purgamini 

was a pigeon more puffed-up than a bustard, who’d squandered the last vestiges of his inheritance in 

every seedy alehouse of the Lower City. Long ago, in the grog shops of the Via Mala, I’d been so foolish 

as to share a few bottles with him, and a few girls, between hands of cards where I was flagrantly 

fleeced; from which that degenerate had drawn the conclusion that we were birds of a feather. When 

he saw me in Patrician Mastiggia’s entourage, he fell into my arms as if into a long-lost brother’s, and 

clung to me like a limpet to its rock. So I hit the jackpot: a little sea jaunt, a little purging, and a fool for 

company. 

 That wasn’t the worst part. 

 The worst part had shown up behind us a little under an hour ago, as we were going  past the 

Aetean Isles. Three triangular sails had risen on the horizon, yards stretched to breaking, hostile flags 
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raised. Good an eye as I have when it comes to aim, all I could make out through the spray were spots of 

color, but the lookout and the adjutant had already identified our pursuers: xebecs, armed for war. And 

no small fry, either, no ordinary marauders: their flags flew the winged sphinx of Ressina. Warships from 

the royal squadron. Three-masters built for speed, crammed full of janissaries on every deck, probably 

captained by an emir of the sea. Enough to wet your chausses over, or rather, given the circumstances, 

enough to turn your stomach. 

 The crew was struck dumb when the Ressinian warships showed up. We’d been headed for 

Ciudalia, more or less assured of peaceful seas. The enemy xebecs must have been lying in wait off a 

cove in Rubiza, the largest of the Aetean Isles; still, the explanation was hard to swallow. Ten days 

earlier, the Ciudalien fleet had taken the archipelago: here and there, smoke could still be seen rising 

from the plundered ports.  

The Burlamuerta regiment had been sent in to clean up. And believe me, as a veteran who’s 

spent a few years tromping his sabatons around in the Phalanx: there’s no better clean-up crew than six 

thousand handsome warriors in striped chausses and steel barbutas. A bit rowdy, sure—if you ask a 

bourgeois gentleman who’s never been to the school of hard knocks. But from a professional 

standpoint, it’s fine work, done with heart and no pointless cruelty. We grill the old fogeys a little to 

make them cough up their booty, and then, with a knife, abridge their dotage, the long years of 

wretchedness ahead. We unwind with any girl who falls into our gauntlet, and then, to spare them 

disillusion over the fickleness of men, we run them through snipsnap on their bed of delights. To pretty 

up the party, we hang their brothers, husbands, fiancés from branch and balcony, necks in a stylish 

hempen tie. We treat children like sweet little kittens: drown them deep in wells, so any wallflowers 

who missed out on the festivities end up poisoned by the putrid waters. And when all that’s said and 

done, we liven up the banquet with big bonfires crackling gaily everywhere you look. 

With galas like that going on, it was hard to imagine where three warship crews could have 
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holed up. Of course, maybe they’d arrived after the proceedings, but that would’ve been just as 

surprising since three days earlier, off Cape Scibylos, the Republic’s fleet, under the command of His 

Excellency the Podestà Leonidas Ducatore himself, had crushed that of Shah Eurymaxas, Sublime 

Sovereign of Ressina. Hundreds of feluccas turned into driftwood, dozens of tartans and xebecs sent to 

the depths, thousands of prisoners made to jump overboard for lack of space on our smashing small 

craft. This was in fact why Patrician Mastiggia’s galley was sailing for Ciudalia: to bring news of the 

stunning victory at Cape Scibylos, and the end of the war. So you can see why three xebecs on our tail 

might come as something of a surprise. No doubt it would’ve been polite to heave to and break the 

news once they’d caught up; you always look silly making tracks after a victory. Thing is, it was three 

against one, and if they’d dropped anchor in the Aeteans and found the smoldering remains of our good 

times, there was a serious chance they might get upset. In his great wisdom, Patrician Mastiggia decided 

to dispense with politeness and go full sail ahead. Or rather, full oar. Which is what got me such 

enchanting nausea. 

Had it been one on one, I’d have bet my codpiece that Bucefalus Mastiggia would turned around 

and put up a fight. Even two to one, maybe: the Patrician was capable of impractical bravery against the 

enemy, as he’d amply shown at Cape Scibylos, driving his small squadron straight into the enemy’s right 

wing. Plus, two rows of thirty oars each gave us better turning speed than the xebecs, and might’ve 

allowed us to ram one, then pull out before the other could reach us. But three against one was suicide 

odds. Sure, our ship had two hundred and forty chained-up slaves, but these were the dregs of the 

Republic’s jails: armed, they would have been as big a menace to us as to the Ressinians. Apart from 

them, the galley had a crew of twenty-odd sailors and officers and a detachment of forty-odd warriors, a 

good ten of whom were wounded. The Ressinian pirates rarely had crews of more than sixty, but xebecs 

from the royal fleet could hold as many as two hundred people, two thirds of which were janissaries. For 

our crew, turning around to face our pursuers would have amounted to facing an enemy with five times 
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our number. 

Among the men on deck, there were only two people who hadn’t seemed surprised when the 

xebecs showed up. First off, yours truly: I’d gone green and was entirely occupied jettisoning my lunch 

overboard. Secondly, Patrician Mastiggia. Despite the rolling of the ship, he remained stiff as a pole, 

gazing coldly sternward at the enemy sails. Then he let out a fierce laugh. 

“Whoresons!” he shouted. “Giving chase to a Mastiggia!” 

 His officers and crossbowmen on the sterncastle had burst out in guffaws. With just a few 

words, he’d dispelled the tension that had suddenly frozen these fighting men. While he was at it, he 

barked out a few orders I didn’t catch at all—to me, sailor-speak’s the patois of the most godforsaken 

hole in all creation.  But the entire galley leapt into action all at once. Beneath our feet, on the tween 

deck, we heard the centurions shouting and the galley slaves clinking their chains; the sailors rushed to 

furl the sails; the helmsman leaned on the tiller while the whole ship listed in a particularly emetic way; 

the soldiers calmly busied themselves filling their quivers and stringing their crossbows. Beside me, my 

friend Copa Purgamini gave me a nudge with his elbow, letting out his loud bray of a laugh and echoing, 

over and over, “Giving chase to a Mastiggia! Giving chase to a Mastiggia!” 

 A crafty devil, that Mastiggia. Not even thirty, the beaked profile of a raptor, a wolfish smile in a 

face tanned by the sun. In Ciudalia—whether the Torrescella palace, the luxury merchants of the Piazza 

Smaradina, or the workshops in the Purpurezza—he was seen as a somewhat frivolous aesthete; his  

admiration for the work of the sculptor Piromaggio and his friendship for the poet Luca Tradittore were 

well known. But out at sea, he was another man altogether. Planted firmly on his own two feet, he faced 

down wind, spray, and enemy alike, sharp as a prow figurehead. Forgotten, the preciosity of literate 

circles, the mannered prosody of the divine Tradittore: the Patrician hollered in the soldiers’ florid slang, 

crude enough to make a carter blush. In short, he spoke the cant of the drunks and cutthroats who 

formed the sword arm of the Republic. Corseted in finely worked half-plate—a masterpiece of armorer 
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Fratello Acerini—he still bore the scars of the battle at Cape Scibylos. His breast-plate and spaulders 

showed several shining dents where ax and scimitar had landed; his upper lip was split, and his gorget 

could not completely mask a bandaged wound that had been a hair away from slicing open his jugular. 

For not only was Bucefalus Mastiggia a charismatic officer: he was also a peerless swordsman, able to 

hold his own in the heart of the bloodiest mêlée. Everyone knew he was the eldest son of Senator 

Tremorio Mastiggia, that he’d inherit the family fortune and his father’s duties, that he’d be called upon 

to sit at the curial palace. And he’d climb quite high up in the government, no doubt. And so seeing the 

young nobleman risk his life shoulder to shoulder with ordinary sailors and the rugged men of the 

phalanx won him much more from his men than mere respect—something akin to blind devotion. 

 When it came to risking his life, the young  Mastiggia never thought twice. At Cape Scibylos, he’d 

charged head down into some very nasty business that had almost sent him a hundred fathoms under, 

and could very well have gotten him hung by his own men. He was commanding an advance squadron 

on the left wing of our fleet, on the orders of Senator Ettore Sanguinella, himself answering to the 

Podestà. But Patrician Mastiggia, spotting a certain confusion in the enemy’s right wing, had seized upon 

the occasion and hurled his six galleys into the breach. He’d surprised everyone: the Ressiniens as much 

as the rest of us. He’d engaged the enemy of his own initiative with haughty disregard for the chain of 

command, radically upsetting the Podestà’s planned tactics. Such insubordination—an open slap to the 

face—left Senator Sanguinella choking with rage; indeed, when we split off from the fleet two days 

later, he still hadn’t gotten over it. But we had engaged in hostilities, and done well: Mastiggia had 

guessed right in driving into the enemy’s right wing. From the start, he’d given the Republic’s fleet the 

tactical advantage it needed to force the enemy back, drive them shoreward, and cut them to pieces. 

The Podestà had seized the opportunity, and hurled most of his forces toward the left, to back the 

Patrician’s thrust and surround the Ressinian fleet. Which had won us the battle. But it had been close 

for Mastiggia’s squadron, up there at the spearhead. Two of his ships had sunk, and a third, burning with 
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Greek fire, was little more than smoking hulk by the end. After ramming several feluccas, the Patrician’s 

galley been boarded by the crews of two tartans, and there’d been furious slaughter up and down the 

deck. Quite fortunately, I didn’t take part; I was quite cozy on the admiral’s galleass, next to my boss, the  

Podestà. But that devil Mastiggia had made it: he’d known how to galvanize his men and repel the 

pirates and janissaries who’d set foot on his ship. 

 That night, gathering the high officers of his fleet around him, the Podestà graciously overlooked 

the fact that Bucefalus Mastiggia had trampled all over his authority and discredited Senator 

Sanguinella. After all, ten hours of fighting had been enough to bring the kingdom of Ressina to its 

knees. And so His Excellency Leonidas Ducatore had warmly congratulated all his captains, paying 

special tribute to the flexibility of Senator Sanguinella, who was so good at delegating duties to his 

worthiest officers, as well as celebrating the providential audacity of Patrician Mastiggia. Senator 

Sanguinella, squeezed into his parade armor, did his utmost to save face with a stoicism verging on 

asphyxia.  

 For once, someone looked as sick as I did on the galleys of the Republic. 

 While he was at it, the Podestà decreed that the hero of the day, the valiant Bucefalus 

Mastiggia, would set sail for Ciudalia and its citizens as the herald of this great victory. None of his senior 

staff were fooled: this was a move to get a troublesome officer far away from any operations to follow. 

Still, the glittering row of lords, condottieri, and aristocratic scoundrels had pulled a long face: by 

arriving alone in Ciudalia to proclaim the destruction of the enemy fleet, young Patrician Mastiggia, still 

haloed in slaughter, would be hailed as a victor. And reap the lion’s share of the glory. War was one 

thing, but our benevolent patricians were always seeing one step ahead: endlessly speculating on the 

elections for supreme magistrate. Handing the Patrician a distinction like this was hoisting the star of 

clan Mastiggia way high up into the firmament of curial skullduggery. 

 Senator Sanguinella had turned crimson. 
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 As the Patrician had lost many men during the fight, he had to replenish his crew before heading 

back to Ciudalia. He’d drawn from among the survivors of damaged craft, and I came to join the ragtag 

bunch. Not that the admiral’s galleasse had suffered: not so much as a single enemy arrow had whistled 

past its rigging where it sat at the heart of the Ciudalian fleet. Let’s just say that after a month at sea, the 

Podestà had gotten sick of my green-gilled looks… and a few accidents which, I must admit, had marred 

the sumptuous fabrics of his command tent, those times I hadn’t gotten to the ship’s rail fast enough. In 

short, worried about my health and his image, he’d decided that a queasy brother of the sword was 

hardly of any use to him, and dismissed me along with the hero of the day. It was a snub, and the 

centurion Spada Matado, head of the Podestà’s personal guard, wasted no time rubbing it in; my buddy 

Matada had a grudge against me for an old misunderstanding, and avidly eyed any signs of my fall. But I 

was so sick I couldn’t have cared less. Being assigned to Patrician Mastiggia gave me the sweet hope of 

soon setting a wobbly foot on the docks of Ciudalia, and that more than amply made up for any official 

humiliation. Harder to take was the sight of that cretin Purgamini coming toward me, as soon as I’d 

climbed aboard, with his arms wide open and a horsey grin. 

 In fact, here that utter halfwit was again, spewing swagger in my ear, perhaps to stave off the 

insidious anxiety that gives your guts a good working over when a battle’s in the offing. 

 “If there’s bloodletting, the Patrician can count on me!” he declared to no one in particular, but 

loud enough for Mastiggia to hear. “Those swarthy fellows’ll rue the day they crossed Copa Purgamini!” 

He kept jawing on as he stocked his quiver and strung his crossbow, pausing every now and then 

to stare daggers at the xebecs and showboat a bit. If his weapon were any indication, Purgamini was the 

one in danger of regretting his encounter with the swarthy fellows when it came to exchanging 

pleasantries. He’d strung his bow irons with worn twine, which had probably fired eight or nine shots 

already, and could snap right in his face as soon as fighting started. Plus he’d forgotten to grease his 

catch; I could make out the first spots of rust on the mechanism, which the sea air had likely hastened 
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into being. Purgamini ran the risk of his crannequin getting stuck before he even fired a single shot. 

courait le risque de coincer sa manivelle avant même d’avoir tiré son premier coup. Hopeless wanker. 

Of course, it was also possible Purgamini was playing the tough guy because he doubted we’d 

be boarded. The Patrician had given orders to increase the distance between us and our pursuers, and 

for almost an hour, even the sailors seemed convinced we could shake our unwelcome friends. When 

the xebecs had first shown up on our tail, we’d been heading due south, toward the continent. We were 

closed hauled, fighting a stiff breeze from the southwest; only the foremost team of galley slaves was 

rowing, the other half resting while waiting their turn. To outstrip the enemy vessles, the Patrician had 

changed course to head directly southwest, into the wind. He’d had the topmen furl the now-useless 

sails, and ordered all the slaves to the oars. This move allowed us to keep going straight while the mostly 

sail-powered Ressinian ships would have to beat windward to try and keep up. We were the adventurer 

who goes barreling forward headlong, without a care in the world for upsetting pedestrians or market 

stalls, and the Ressinians were the alguacils hot on our heels who, respectful of the citizenry, zigged and 

zagged obsequiously to avoid bowling over little old ladies and reputable traders. 

So logically, we should have shaken the enemy ships, who’d been in theory forced to tack 

laboriously in our wake. Purgamini could strut around in utter tranquility: no poor soul could come to 

suffer the full extent of his manly fury, and his crossbow would escape the fate of being the first casualty 

of the carnage. Or so he thought. 

For after an hour, just as I was evacuating the final mouthfuls of a meal I should never have 

eaten, the enemy’s sails had gotten no smaller on the horizon. Most of the soldiers were still calm, but I 

could tell the sailors were worried, while beside the Patrician, the bosco and the tillerman looked 

solemn. Purgamini, who hadn’t realized how unusual the situation was, kept holding forth heroically, 

but nevertheless, I overheard a few words between Bucefalus Mastiggia and the adjutant. 

“I don’t get it,” the sailor was grumbling. “They’re heading into the wind, and not even tacking.” 
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“Maybe they’ve switched to oars too,” said the Patrician. 

“Still. A xebec only has thirty oars, and we’ve got sixty. Also, look at their sails, Your Lordship. At 

best, they should be about shipped, but they’re head to wind and moving fast.”  

“Then the wind must have turned back there.” 

But the adjutant shook his head, puzzled. “Sometimes that happens, Your Lordship, but it never 

lasts. And you can see for yourself their speed is steady.” 

Belowdecks, in the hold, I heard the condottieri bellowing in cadence to keep the galley slaves to 

their rhythm. As we were heading into the wind, waves smacked the stem quite harshly. Gouts of spray 

splashed from the prow onto the foredeck, soaking the soldiers there, who tried to shelter their 

crossbows as best they could. The whole hull was creaking with effort, and we could feel each impact on 

the oarblades echo through our feet. After a bit, the caulker climbed up from the hold and came to the 

sterncastle. He spoke excitedly to the adjutant and the Patrician; the boardings during the battle of Cape 

Scibylos had severely tested the ship, and he warned them if we kept heading into the waves like this, 

any patching-up he’d done would be compromised.  

That was when a cry came down from the crow’s nest, like a bucket of ice water dumped on our 

heads: “They’re gaining! They’re gaining on us!” 

 The only good thing about it was, Purgamini was speechless, which bought me a minute blessed 

silence. The Patrician let out a filthy swear, and sent the caulker dashing back into the hold with orders 

to hold together any part of the boat under water, no matter what. He gave the xebecs an obdurate 

stare. By squinting at the enemy ships, I realized I could make out not just one, but several sails on each. 

And it was undeniable: they were gaining on us. 

 


